Committee on Transportation, Highways, and Public Works

Will meet at: 9:30 am Date: May 5, 2008

Location: Committee Room 3

Remarks:

HB 518 ROY MTR VEHICLE/OFFICE Provides for special permits for the transportation of modular buildings

HB 550 HENRY PUBLIC SFTY/DEPARTMENT Authorizes the office of state police and the office of motor vehicles within the Dept. of Public Safety and Corrections to implement the Unified Carrier Registration program in Louisiana

HB 565 HUTTER WEIGHTS/MEASURES Authorizes the Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development to enforce Louisiana weight and size laws with mobile scales

HB 600 JONES, SAM PORTS/MORGAN CITY Provides relative to procurement of materials and supplies by the Morgan City Harbor and Terminal District

HB 841 CHAMPAGNE PORTS/IBERIA Provides for the adoption of ordinances by Port of Iberia District

HB 864 SMILEY MTR VEHICLE/MOTORCYCLES Transfers the Motorcycle Safety, Awareness, and Operator Training Program into the Highway Safety Commission

HB 1028 JONES, ROSALIND MTR VEHICLE/COMMERCIAL Imposes penalties when the height of the vehicle exceeds the limits provided by law

HB 1030 WHITE MOTOR VEHICLES Provides with respect to ignition interlock devices and manufacturers and installers of such devices

HB 1061 HUTTER RAILROADS Requires certain motor vehicles to stop at railroad grade crossings

HB 1216 ARNOLD TRANSPORTATION Requires all toll facilities in the state to be interoperable

HB 1279 JONES, ROSALIND MTR VEHICLE/TRUCK REGS Requires all tandem trucks to be inspected biannually
HB 1342 LABRUZZO POLICE/STATE Provides for the transfer of the Causeway police to the Department of Public Safety and Corrections

HB 1350 ARNOLD MOTOR CARRIERS To allow triune 3 axle dump trucks to travel on state roads and to allow for a permit
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